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Season 7, Episode 5
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Leaving Home



Claude is in trouble when two dangerous villains dump a batch of stolen cigarettes on him. Luckily he helps the police and sets the thieves up to be caught. Jo's mother's illness isn't improving and she goes into hospital for tests but later Jo receives the tragic news that her mother has died. A girl and her dad are staying in Aidensfield. She befriends a local boy who turns out to be her brother.
Quest roles:
Nick Berry(PC Nick Rowan), Kazia Pelka(Maggie Bolton), Juliette Gruber(Jo Weston), Wanda Ventham, Bernard Gallagher(Graham Weston), Christine Tremarco, Bryan Pringle, Martin Walsh(Pete), Martin Cochrane(Clive Thompson), Julian Kerridge(Stephen Walker), Sally Watts(Mary Walker)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 September 1997, 17:00
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